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A quick intro to your presenters for today
● Lives in Uto City, but hails from Ohio
● ALT at 2 kindergartens, 2 elementary schools, and 1 JHS
● Coffee addict and currently very into Final Fantasy XIV

○ No I don’t need help
○ maybe

● Lives in Kumamoto City, from New Zealand
● ALT at 3 elementary schools and 1 JHS.
● Loves Genshin and sleep 😴



Every situation is different - City ALTs
- We as ALT’s are not expected to make lesson plans.

- However, it is important to know how to make and execute a lesson plan, as it 

will help with:
- team-teaching, 

- classroom management 

- and building confidence in your teaching.

- You won’t be expected to make a physical lesson plan but you will be asked in or 

before class what’s the plan, or do you have any games.

- Communicate with your HRTs - Know what‘s expected of you and vice versa

- Use the textbook lesson plans. Don’t make it harder on yourself.

- Mistakes can happen, just laugh and move on, be flexible.



So you’ve been asked to make a lesson plan...
よろしくおねがいします、

ALT先生！<(_ _*)>

Make a lesson plan?! 
By myself?! But I 
don’t know how! 
Where do I start?



Don’t panic!
Lesson planning isn’t too complicated. You can do it!

Your co-workers will be forgiving.

Sometimes lessons don’t go according to plan, and that’s ok.



The plan for today’s presentation
1. Introductions & discussion time
2. Terminology overview
3. The steps of lesson planning

Short break

4. Activities & games explanation + Discussion

Short break

5. Lesson plan model

Short Break

6. Q&A



First things first, let’s talk in groups and reflect…
● What are your responsibilities at your school? 

(What grades do you teach? Do you work with 
HRTs or JTEs? Are you mainly T1, T2, co-teaching?)

● What struggles or worries do you have about 
lesson planning?

● What should be included in a “good” lesson plan? 
What makes it “good”?

● What do you want to get out of today's 
presentation?



Before we start, some terms to know
Lesson objective: What students will be able to do by the end of the lesson.

Unit objective: What students will be able to do by the end of the unit.

Language targets: The grammar and vocabulary students need to learn/practice 
throughout the lesson in order to meet the lesson objective.

Gradual release of responsibility model: A lesson plan structure that gradually 
supports students as they work towards being able to complete a task independently, 
using a three step process. (I Do - We Do - You Do)

Assessment: The practice of checking students’ understanding. THIS IS NOT 
NECESSARILY A TEST/QUIZ.



Some Japanese terms you may need to know
- めあて：Today’s goal

- ふりかえり：Reflection sheet

- あいさつ：Greeting

- 発音（はつおん）：Pronunciation

- 練習（れんしゅう）：Practice

- 教科書（きょうかしょ）：Textbook

- 大文字 （おおもじ）：Capital letters

- 小文字（こもじ）：Lower case letters

- 表現 （ひょうげん）：Expression

- 言葉 （言葉）：Vocabulary



Good place to start: I Do-we do- you do (Gradual Release)
● All else fails, if you don’t know how 

you want to do a lesson, follow this 
structure.

a. Teacher-led instruction of the new 
material and modelling.

b. Practice the new material together, 
teachers and students.

c. Students practice the new material 
together.

d. Students use the new material alone.



The Basic Structure of a Lesson Plan
● The lesson objective

● The language target (grammar & vocabulary)

● A list of required materials

● The lesson procedure (how the lesson is actually carried out)
○ Usually includes a review/warm-up, direct instruction of new materials, and some sort of practice 

activity/game.

● Assessment (how will you check that your students “get it”?)

That’s it!



let’s go through the lesson planning process step by step!



Step 1: decide on a lesson objective
● Use this as your guide for the rest of the lesson. Your focus should be on 

achieving this objective.

● For 3rd grade and up: Ultimately, your lesson objectives should be working 
towards the overall unit objective. Keep this in mind if you are responsible for a 
sequence of lessons, especially if you are following a textbook.



Step 2: figure out what your students already know
● This will inform the rest of the lesson!

● If you don’t know, ask around or check their textbooks.



Step 3: select and align your language targets
● What is the core grammar being taught? What vocabulary do students need to 

know to successfully use this grammar?

● If you are following a textbook, it likely has the recommended targets already 
listed, or it should at least be easy to figure out based on the textbook’s contents.



Step 4:choose a warm-up activity
● This will be used to refresh students on previously learned material that is relevant 

to today’s objective.

● Often this will be to review the prior lesson.

● Usually pretty short - 10 minutes at the very most.

○ Consider adjusting your review length to accommodate the rest of the lesson. More 
complex/longer main activity = shorter review time.



Step 5: choose a main activity/game that matches your 
language targets
● How do you want your students to practice the target 

vocabulary and grammar?

○ When choosing an activity, remember to keep in mind the 
four core aspects of language development (speaking, 
listening, reading, listening). Language production 
(speaking & writing) is typically more challenging than 
reception (listening & reading), and thus can be 
frustrating for students without adequate preparation.

● This is the “You Do” part of the gradual release 
model.



Step 6: Decide how you’ll actually teach the new material  
● This is where you’ll figure out how you will directly teach 

the students about the new grammar/vocabulary.

● Practice as much as you need to to prepare them for 
your activity. This is will vary depending on the difficulty 
of the activity.

● As a rule of thumb, actively engage your class as much as 
possible - don’t just talk at them!

● Make your teaching understandable using visuals and 
modelling; try not to use Japanese as a crutch.

● This is the I Do - We Do section of the gradual release 
model.



Step 7: Choose how you will assess your students
● This should not be a test or quiz. Informal assessment 

is crucial for making sure your students are meeting 
the lesson objectives. If students are struggling, you 
need to know!

● Examples of informal assessments include activity 
observation, reflection sheets, and even something like 
asking students to give a thumbs up at the end of the 
lesson if they feel good about what they’ve learnt.

● Use the information you glean from assessment to 
guide future lessons.





Step 8: write out your required materials
● This will help you make sure you don’t forget 

anything!

● Seriously, do this, or you're gonna forget something 
and find yourself panicking because you’re missing 
a worksheet or realize you don’t have mini-cards or 
something.



Bonus step: include any extra stuff you do every class
● In other words, don’t forget to include your class 

routine.

● This includes stuff like:

○ Daily questions
○ Small talk
○ Phonics practice
○ Housekeeping things (handing back papers, etc.)

● If you are T1 or team teach, you should try to establish 
a predictable lesson flow. Routine is good!



So, in short...
● Decide what you’re gonna teach.

● Pick a game/activity that matches what you want the kids to learn.

● Choose how you want to teach the stuff kids need to know to do your activity.

● Figure out how you’re gonna know if your students get it or not in the end.



"What the heck, this is a lot of work! Not cool!"
● Once you’ve got the hang of lesson planning, you can simplify!

● This is just a framework. You can move things around, cut stuff, add 
stuff, whatever you need to do to make things work for YOUR situation. 

○ Planning isn’t a linear process, especially if you’re planning with someone 
else. Be open to constant revision. 



Whole shebang vs the lazy, simplified reality
The idealized 
example

The 
actual LP 
I used



An important reminder… Have a growth mindset!

Your first lessons are probably 
going to suck. THIS IS 100% 

OKAY!

The most important thing is to 
learn from your mistakes and note 

what worked.



Additional tips
● You do not need to follow the textbook to the T. Seriously.

● Write out time estimates for each section of your lesson.

○ Wear a watch when you’re teaching to help keep on track.

● Keep your plans simple!

● Be flexible and adjust as needed when teaching.

● Always consider your specific class and what THEY need when choosing activities, etc.

● Anticipate pitfalls and have back-up plans.

● Be ready for an additional activity in case you have extra time.

○ Generally, it’s better to overplan than to underplan!

● Always consider your students with special needs when selecting your games/activities. 

○ Ex: If you have a student in a wheelchair, don’t pick a game centered around running!



Additional tips
● Consider including multiple modalities (a.k.a ways of learning) into 

your lessons.

● Keep in mind your co-teachers while planning and give them roles 
within your lessons. Take advantage of the fact you have other 
people in the room.

○ Co-plan as much as possible and get feedback.

● If you are teaching with an HRT who doesn’t speak English, write 
the lessons in the easiest English you can muster. If you can, 
provide the lesson plan in both English and Japanese.

○ Google Translate or Deepl are ok for this purpose, don’t worry.

● Reflect after your lessons.

● Focus on your objective; don’t lose the forest for the trees.

● Ask your JTEs and fellow ALTs for lesson and activity ideas.



ok, so, This is all well and good, but…



Don't worry! Let's add some tools to that toolbox...



...after a short break!



Let’s talk Elementary level games and activities!
● Generally speaking, elementary school activities are predominantly focused on 

speaking and listening; most of your students will not be able to do things related 
to reading or writing.

● Preschool to 2nd grade games and activities are generally a lot more relaxed. Less 
competition, more singing and coloring. I usually tailor activities much more 
specifically to the theme of whatever they’re studying; these activities are not 
very transferable to other topics. As such, most of the games today will be more 
focused on an older audience.

● The games listed here are just providing a base of sorts. You can - and should! -
adjust activities as needed to fit your specific situation.



Digital Activities



Grade 3 - Let’s Try 1



Grade 4 - let’s try 2



Grade 5 - Here We Go 5





Grade 6 - Here we go 
6



Kumamoto City - Tablet Activities (ELEmentary)
Scan the QR codes with your tablet’s camera to get prompted to visit the webpage containing the 
activity.

1. 2. 3.



SHare the link to Loilonote and send to your students.



You can also save to your personal folder on Loilonote for 
future use.



No-prep games/activities
● Keyword Game [Vocabulary or Sentence Pattern; speaking & listening]

● Missing Game [Vocabulary; speaking] 

● Hidden Star Game [Vocabulary or Sentence Pattern; speaking]

● Row Game [Vocabulary, Sentence Pattern, Question & Answer; speaking]

● Telephone [Vocabulary; speaking & listening]

● Charades [Vocabulary; speaking] 

● Simon Says [Vocabulary; listening]

● Pictionary [Vocabulary; speaking]

● Nursery rhymes/songs [Listening & speaking]



Keyword Game (any grade)
● Required materials: Vocabulary/Picture Cards, students’ erasers

● Students sit together in pairs and place one eraser between them. The teacher will 
place various vocabulary words on the board and assign one word to be the 
“keyword”. The teacher will then say various vocabulary words on the board with 
the class repeating after. When the teacher says the keyword, the students race to 
grab the eraser. The student who grabs it first gets the point. Play 3-4 rounds. 
Those with the most points at the end are the winners.

● Can be made harder by having the students repeat a grammar point using the 
vocabulary on the board instead of just the word itself. (e.g. instead of saying 
“apple”, the students have to say “I want an apple.”)



Missing Game (any grade)

● Required materials: Vocabulary/Picture Cards

● A number of picture cards are placed on the board in a row. Students 
place their heads down on their desks while the teacher removes a card. 
The students then raise their heads and have to say all of the vocabulary 
words, including whichever one was taken away.

● This game works best with less than eight words. Students also need to be 
very familiar with the vocabulary already, or it will become frustrating for 
them.



Hidden star game (any grade)
● Required materials: Vocabulary/Picture Cards

● The vocabulary cards are placed on the board. While the students have their eyes 
closed, the teacher draws stars behind 3 random words. The students then have 
to guess where the star is located by saying the a word on the board. 

○ If you’re feeling extra spicy, you can have cheap stickers to give the students who guess correctly.

● This is a very easy game, so you can make it harder by having the students say a 
target sentence using the vocabulary words on the board.

● This game works best if you have a large number of words you’re practicing. (10+) 
Too few, and it just isn’t that fun!



Row game [Tate-Yoko] (3rd grade and up)
● Required materials: None (Vocabulary/Picture Cards optional)

● A student is randomly selected and their horizontal row must stand up.  The teacher will then ask a 
question or point to a word on the board, and the students must race to raise their hands and 
answer. If the student answers the question correctly, they can sit down. When only one student 
remains, their vertical row must stand up. The game then repeats as many times as you want.

● This game is very flexible and can be played with just vocabulary, question-and-answer, or 
sentence patterns.

● There are a couple different variations of this game.

○ Whole class version: The whole class stands up and races to answer questions until only one remains, who must 
answer 2 questions instead of 1.

○ Row by row: Have one row stand up and play as normal until one remains. The last remaining answers 2 questions. 
Then, proceed to the next row and repeat the process.

○ Tate-Yoko-Naname: Exactly the same as the normal version, except you include the diagonal row, as well.



Telephone (3rd grade and up)
● Required materials: Vocabulary/Picture Cards

● Split the students into teams and have them form rows. The teacher will whisper a 
vocabulary word from the board to the first student of each row. When the teacher 
says “Go!”, that first student must then whisper the word to the next student in line, 
and so on until the final student hears the word. That final student must then run up to 
the board and touch the correct vocabulary word. The teams who got it right will get 
points. After the end of each round, the first student in line will go to the back of the 
row, thereby rotating the students’ positions in line.

● If you can’t remember which word you gave each team, prepare the order of the words 
in advance.

● Can get a bit chaotic if you have a small/packed classroom or too many students, so 
works better with smaller classes.



Using nursery rhymes
● Highly recommended for your littlest students, particularly if you teach at a 

preschool/kindergarten, but can be fun for your older students, as well.

● Use gestures and repeat the same songs often.

● Recommended songs:

○ Hello Song
○ Head Shoulders Knees and Toes
○ The Wheels on the Bus
○ Rain, Rain, Go Away
○ The Itsy Bitsy Spider
○ ABC Song
○ 10 Little Pumpkins
○ If You’re Happy and You Know It
○ Old McDonald Had a Farm
○ Seven Steps



low-prep games (a.k.a the games that require a 
simple worksheet or easy-to-prepare props)
● Hot Potato a.k.a Time Shock Game [Vocabulary & Sentence Pattern; speaking]

● Flyswatter Game [Vocabulary; listening]

● Castle Game [Review, Q&A, Vocabulary, Sentence Pattern; speaking & listening]

● Maru-Batsu Game (a.k.a Tic-Tac-Toe/Noughts & Crosses) [Sentence Pattern; 
speaking]

● Who Am I? Quiz Show [Sentence Pattern; speaking & listening]

● Bingo [Vocabulary; listening]



Hot Potato (any grade)
● Required materials: 1-4 object(s) that can be passed around, picture cards (optional), “Hot Potato” 

by The Wiggles (optional; on Spotify and YouTube)

● This game can be used to practice grammar, vocabulary, or both.

● The students are given a “hot potato” that they must pass around before either the music stops or 
a timer set by the teacher goes off. In order to pass the potato, the students must say a word 
within a given category or use a given grammar point. (e.g. if the grammar is “I like”, the students 
must say something like “I like potatoes.” before they can pass the object to the next student) 
When the music stops/timer goes off, the student holding the object must stand up and say the 
target sentence or answer a question.

● If you have a large class, use multiple objects so that students do not have as much down time. 
Multiple objects also allow for students to ask each other the target questions rather than the 
teacher. (For example, Student A asks Student B, “What food do you like?” and Student B answers, 
“I like potatoes.”)



Castle Game (3rd grade and up)

● Required materials: Print-out castles (1 set for each team), prepared questions

● There are several variations of this game, each with slightly different rules. I 
recommend Googling around to see which version you like best.

● Split the students into teams of 3-5. Each team is assigned a castle, which placed on 
the board. Each round, a representative from each team will stand up and the teacher 
will ask a question. The first student to raise their hand is able to answer. If they answer 
correctly, they can either “build” their own castle (adding a layer under their print-out 
castle) or “destroy” a layer from another student’s castle. The team with the tallest 
castle in the end is the winner!

● It can be fun to assign a mascot character, such as Pikachu or Doraemon, to each 
group. If you have a small class, you can also let each team choose a team name.



Maru-Batsu [Tic-Tac-Toe] (best for 3rd grade and up)
● Required materials: Prepared maru-batsu worksheet, chips as markers (optional)

● This game is good for teaching a grammar point along with its matching vocabulary. The sheet 
should be a grid with a grammar point running one direction with the vocabulary running the other 
direction. Alternatively, one direction can be one grammar pattern + a vocabulary word, with a 
different pattern + vocabulary set going the other way. You can adjust the size of the grid to make 
it more or less difficult.

● Students will work together in pairs. They play rock-paper-scissors; whomever wins goes first. The 
winner will say a sentence according to the coordinates on the grid where they want to place their 
marker. The students will then take turns saying sentences and putting down markers until they 
either run out of spaces or there is a winner. The winner will be whomever can get 4 markers in a 
row.

● This activity requires students to be very familiar with the grammar point and be able to use the 
given structure without any help.



Maru-Batsu [Tic-Tac-Toe] (best for 4th grade and up)



Maru-Batsu [Tic-Tac-Toe] (best for 4th grade and up)



Flyswatter (best for 4th grade and under)
● Required materials: Picture cards, flyswatters (1 for each team)

● Split the class into 2-4 teams and have them form lines in front of the blackboard, 
standing a couple meters back. The student in the front will have a flyswatter. The 
teacher will say one of the vocabulary words on the board, and the students will 
have to quickly hit the corresponding word with their flyswatter. The first student 
to swat the correct word gets a point for their team. The team with the most 
points in the end is the winner.

● Older kids get way too intense playing this one, so only use with younger kids

● Very flexible game. Can be adjusted to work with just about anything.

○ You can play this game without flyswatters, but it’s a lot more dangerous, so I don’t recommend it.



Games you need to prepare for well in advance
● Snakes & Ladders [Sentence Pattern, Vocabulary, Q&A; speaking and listening]

● Trashket Ball [Q&A; speaking and listening)

● Fruits Basket [Vocabulary; speaking and listening]

● Card Trading Games [Sentence Pattern; speaking and listening]

● Karuta [Vocabulary; listening]

● Simulation Activities [Sentence Pattern; speaking and listening]

● Crash Game [Vocabulary; speaking]

● Jeopardy [Q&A, review; speaking and listening]

● Kahoot! [Q&A, review; listening]



Snakes and Ladders (best for upper elementary)
● Required materials: Sets of question cards for each group, Snakes and Ladders board for all 

students, dice (1 die per group), pieces for the students to move (optional; you can have the 
students use their own erasers as game pieces)

● If you’ve ever played Snakes and Ladders, then you basically know how this game works. 
The game is played with a board that has numbered spaces. One student will draw a 
question card, which they will ask to the next student. That student must answer the 
question. If they answer correctly, they can roll a die and move forward. If they land on 
space that has a ladder, they can climb the ladder. If they land on a snake, they must go 
down the snake. However, if the student can answer a question correctly, they can save 
themselves from going down the snake. The first student to reach the end of the board is 
the winner.

● You can basically adjust this game however you’d like to make it harder, etc.



Snakes and Ladders (best for upper elementary)



Trashket ball (any grade)
● Required materials: Prepared questions, a mini basketball (crumpled paper can be 

subbed in a pinch), a small trash bin or basket

● Split the students into team. (According to row is easiest, but what is best will depend 
on your class.) Have the students within each group assign an order for them to take 
turns answering questions or go according to row order. The teacher will then ask the 
students a question. The first team to raise a hand first gets to answer the question. If 
they answer incorrectly, another team can try to steal the point. If they answer 
correctly, their team gets a point. The team can then get a bonus point if the student is 
able to shoot a basket using the trash bin and mini basketball. Continue until all 
students have had a turn to answer a question.

● If you play this game with 2nd grade or lower, make sure to de-emphasize the 
competitive aspect of it, or there will be tears.



Karuta (any grade)
● Required materials: sets of vocabulary mini-cards (1 for each group), vocabulary 

picture cards

● This game is based on a traditional Japanese card game, so your students should 
already know how to play to some extent.

● The students will work in groups of 3-5 and move their desks into a square 
formation. They should spread the vocabulary mini-cards out across all the desks. 
When the game starts, the students should place their hands on their head and 
wait. When the teacher says a vocabulary word, they have to find the 
corresponding mini-card and race to grab it. The student who grabs it first gets 
that card. The student with the most cards at the end wins.



Fruits basket (3rd grade and lower)
● Required materials: Mini-cards (at least 3 of each vocabulary word)

● Requires a minimum of 12-15 students.

● This is another game your students should already know how to play; it is somewhat similar to 
Musical Chairs. 

● The students should push their desks out of the way and make a large circle with their chairs. Each 
student receives a mini-card with a vocabulary word on it. One student is chosen to stand in the 
middle and be the leader; their chair is taken away so that there is one less chair than players. The 
leader will then say one of the vocabulary words. The students with the matching card must then 
find a new chair. The student left standing is the next leader. The students can also say “Fruits 
basket!”, which makes it so everyone has to find a new chair.

● While Fruits Basket is very fun, it can get dangerous with older kids or very large classes, so play 
cautiously. Best for preschool to 2nd grade.



Crash game (3rd grade and up)
● Required materials: Vocabulary mini-card sets (1 per 2 teams)

● This game is played in teams, 1 team vs. 1 team, so you will need an even number of teams with no 
more than 6-7 kids per team. Once the class is broken into pairs of teams, have the pairs form lines 
facing each other on opposite ends of the classroom. Between the teams, have a line of desks. 
Place the mini cards on the desks, spaced evenly from one end to the other. The first students in 
the line will then start making their way towards each other, pointing and reading each card as fast 
as they can. When the two students meet each other, they “crash” and have to play rock-paper-
scissors. The winner keeps their place in the line of cards, while the loser must return to the back of 
their team’s line and the next student on their team will go. A team can get a point if they are able 
to successfully reach the end of the line. The team with the most points when time is up wins the 
game!

● Word of caution: This is a very loud and exciting activity! The teachers must monitor the game 
closely. You may need to get all hands on deck to ensure things go smoothly.

● There are many variations of how to set up this game, so feel free to adjust things.



Some more tips & Things to consider
● As much as possible, make materials that can be used across a variety of lessons.

● A lot of activities must be adjusted if your class has over 30 students or less than 10.

● Generally speaking, 2nd graders and younger do not do well with competitive games. 
Competitions will inevitably result in tears.

● When selecting an activity, keep in mind…

○ Size of the class
○ Size of the classroom itself
○ The age of your students
○ Movability of the desks, chairs, etc.
○ Students with special needs
○ The personalities and interests of your students

● When in doubt, ask your HRTs or JTEs if they think an activity will be OK.



Additional Resources
● NHK English Programmes (The Kiso one aligns directly with the current 5th & 6th grade curriculum) 
● Teachers Pay Teachers (both free & paid resources; I find it very helpful in regards to phonics 

instruction!)
● ALTopedia (game/activity ideas)
● Dave’s ESL Cafe (game/activity ideas)
● ALTWiki (game/activity ideas)
● The Magic Crayons (games/activities for lower elementary & preschool)
● Super Simple Songs and Pinkfong (for fun nursery rhymes)
● Google Classroom (can be used to do digital assignments, etc.)

○ My school district uses Microsoft Teams, which works much the same.
● Tools for Educators (to make custom word searches, etc.)
● StellaELM (Free flashcards for a variety of topics)
● Tay’s Teaching Toolkit (game/activity ideas)
● Games4ESL (game/activity ideas)
● Irasutoya (cute, free illustrations you can use for making worksheets, picture cards, etc.)

https://www.nhk.or.jp/school/eigo/
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/
https://www.altopedia.net/
https://www.eslcafe.com/
https://www.altwiki.net/
https://www.themagiccrayons.com/
https://supersimple.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/SmartBooksMedia
https://edu.google.com/products/classroom/
https://www.toolsforeducators.com/
https://stellaelm.net/
https://www.taysteachingtoolkit.com/
https://games4esl.com/
https://www.irasutoya.com/


Let’s chat again!

What activities have you done that worked well 
with your class? (You don’t have to have 
led/planned the lesson! If you were T2 and 
observed a really cool activity your HRT/JTE did, 
share it!)

What was an activity that didn’t work well? Why 
do you think it didn’t work?



break time part 2: see you soon!



Ok, so, now that we’ve learned about some games and the 
structure of a lesson plan, let’s make finally make one!

Today I’ll be making my example lesson using 
the 4th grade textbook, Let’s Try 2. We will be 
focusing on Unit 7, What do you want?

I will be starting from first lesson of the unit.





Step 1: decide on a lesson objective
● The unit goals of Let’s Try Unit 7 are…

○ Grammar/Sentence Structure

■ “What do you want?” “I want [item], please.”
■ “How many?” “[number], please.”
■ Basic plurals

○ Vocabulary

■ Fruits & Vegetables

● Since the grammar requires use of the new words, we must first teach the vocabulary. 
So, my first lesson will focus on teaching the needed words: fruits and vegetables. 

○ 2nd lesson will teach the unit’s target phrase, “What do you want?” “I want ___.”
○ I know that my final activity for this unit will be students working together to make their own parfaits and 

pizzas, so they need to be familiar enough with the vocabulary by then to be able to complete the activity 
relatively independently.



Step 1: decide on a lesson objective

Lesson Title Let’s Try! 2 Unit 7: What Do You Want?

Lesson 1

Lesson 

Objective

What should your 

students be able to do 

or know by the end of 

the lesson?

Students will be able to say the names of various fruits and 

vegetables in English.





Step 2: figure out what your students already know
● Since my students are in 4th grade, I will consider 

both what they’ve learned this year, as well as 
material from 3rd grade with Let’s Try 1.

● In Let’s Try 1, the students had a unit focused on 
what they like, which focused on colors, sports, and 
fruit.

○ Fruit vocabulary will be a review. 
○ Vegetables will be new, but the words will be potentially 

familiar due to similar words (e.g. コーン、トマト).





Step 3: select and align your language targets
● The first lesson of this unit is a vocabulary focused lesson, so my primary 

language objective will be regarding vocabulary.

● Target Sentence/Grammar: None 

○ However, the target sentence for the following lesson will be: “What do you want?” “I want [direct 
object].”

● Target Vocabulary: Fruits & Veggies

○ Fruits: melon, peach, banana, apple, pineapple, strawberry, cherry, orange, kiwi

○ Vegetables: onion, mushroom, green pepper, tomato, cabbage, corn, carrot, cucumber, potato



Step 3: select and align your language targets

Language 

Targets

What grammar and 

words will your 

students be 

practicing/learning in 

this lesson?

Vocabulary:

Fruit: cherry, apple, orange, peach, pineapple, strawberry, melon, kiwi, banana 

(all review)

Vegetables: corn, mushroom, carrot, potato, tomato, onion, cucumber, 

cabbage, green pepper

Target Sentence/Grammar: n/a



Step 4:choose a warm-up activity
● Since my lesson is the first in the sequence, I 

will not have a warm-up activity for this 
particular lesson.

○ However, in the following lesson, I will play Row 
Game to review the fruit & veggie vocabulary 
before proceeding to teach the new 
grammar/sentence structure.



Step 5: choose a main activity/game that matches your 
language targets
● The objective for the lesson is students being able to say the names of various 

fruits and veggies, so my game should focus on all students getting a lot of 
speaking practice with the new words.

● The main activity I chose was Crash Game, with Missing Game for extra language 
practice before Crash Game if necessary.



Step 5: choose a main activity/game that matches your 
language targets

4. If the students are having difficulty remembering the vocabulary, play a quick round of Missing Game before proceeding. (4 minutes)

5. Play Crash Game (20-25 minutes)

a. Split the students into two sets of two teams. Have one team go to one side of the classroom and the second team face 

them from the opposite end. Lay a set of fruit and veggie mini cards on the row of desks between them.

b. The students will be racing to try to reach the opposing team’s side of the classroom. They will move forward by pointing 

at each mini card as they go. When they can say the word in English, they will move forward to the next mini card. When the 

students from the opposing teams meet, they will play rock-paper-scissors. The losing students must then return to the end of 

their team’s line, while the winning student can proceed to the next mini-card.

c. The teams will earn points if they are able to reach the other side successfully. Whichever team has more points in the 

end wins.

d. JTE, ALT, and HRT must monitor carefully to prevent cheating and help students who get stuck.



Step 6: Decide how you’ll actually teach the new material  
● My considerations:

○ I know most, if not all, of my students are already familiar with the names of both 
fruits and veggies.

○ They’re really young and they’re quite genki, so they love to talk, especially about 
themselves.

● So, I will  start to re-introduce the fruits & veggies by asking some 
students what their favorite fruits and veggies are in English. Then, I 
will quiz the class on the rest of the target vocabulary by showing 
them pictures of them.

● We will finish by rhythmically practicing all the words multiple 
times, and shortly quizzing the class after we finish to check that 
they have it.



Step 6: Decide how you’ll actually teach the new material  

Procedure

Describe the steps/flow 

of the lesson.

3. Ask the students what kind of fruit they like. Have a couple students respond and see if they can respond in 

English. Then, proceed to introduce the rest of the target fruit vocabulary, quizzing the students to see if they 

know the names in English already as you introduce them. Repeat this process with the vegetables. (10 

minutes)

4. Practice all the vocabulary words together a couple of times. (5 minutes)

a. If the students are having difficulty remembering, play a quick round of Missing Game before 

proceeding.



Step 7: Choose how you will assess your students
● Students will fill out a reflection sheet after the lesson reflecting their 

confidence in the learned material
● JTE and I will closely monitor the students as they play the Crash Game and 

make note of how many students are struggling, and with which words.

Assessment

How will you check 

your students’ 

understanding?

Informal assessment of students’ ability to say the words as 

they play the Crash Game & furikaeri sheets.



Step 8: write out your required materials
● Picture cards for the 18 vocabulary words
● 2+ sets of fruit n’ veggie mini cards for Crash Game
● Alphabet cards for my usual phonics instruction

Required 

Materials

What do you need to 

prepare in order to do 

this lesson?

Fruit & veggie picture cards, fruit & veggie mini cards, 

alphabet phonics picture cards



Bonus step: include any extra stuff you do every class
● My usual routine includes:

○ Greetings (Hello! How are you? + talk with 
a partner)

○ Daily questions (How’s the weather? 
What day is it? What time is it?)

○ Beginning phonics instruction (currently 
reviewing the alphabet & associated 
sounds for each letter)



Bonus step: include any extra stuff you do every class

Procedure

Describe the steps/flow 

of the lesson.

1. Greet students and ask daily questions. (How are you? How’s the weather? What day is it?) (2 minutes)

2. Do phonics

a. Review the first half of the alphabet (A-M). Practice each letter’s sound. (5 minutes)

3. Ask the students what kind of fruit they like. Have a couple students respond and see if they can respond in 

English. Then, proceed to introduce the rest of the target fruit vocabulary, quizzing the students to see if they 

know the names in English already as you introduce them. Repeat this process with the vegetables. (10 

minutes)

4. Practice all the vocabulary words together a couple of times. (5 minutes)

a. If the students are having difficulty remembering, play a quick round of Missing Game before 

proceeding.



The final result…



One last break - see you soon for Q&A!



Q&A



That's all, folks!


